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What is Decentralized Finance (DeFi)?

DeFi seeks to develop small traditional financial pieces but with an

extra degree of transparency and decentralization. These small

pieces, as if they were Lego pieces, are combinable with each

other, in order to develop an entire ecosystem of small solutions

that together form a great solution for finances that invalidate the

need for centralized and opaque financial institutions that they no

longer add value.

That is the idea that has driven the creation of the term “DeFi”,

and the one that has taken its evolution to the present point. In

fact, it is impossible to ignore the towering impact DeFi has on the

crypto world today. For that reason, we open a space to know

what DeFi is and how this idea is changing the global financial

landscape.

Decentralized Finance, DeFi refers to the digital
assets and financial smart contracts, protocols, and
decentralized applications (DApps) built on the
blockchain. In simpler terms, it’s financial software
built on the blockchain that allows users to carry
out transactions and financial services with no
central authority



Challenges With Centralized Finance 
(CeFi)

Financial markets can enable great ideas and drive the prosperity of

society. Still, the power in these markets is centralized. When people invest

in the current financial system, they relinquish their assets to

intermediaries, such as banks and financial institutions — this keeps the

risk and control at the center of these systems.

Historically, we’ve seen bankers and institutions failing to see risks in the

market, as seen in the 2008 financial crisis. Undoubtedly, when central

authorities control money, risk accumulates at the center and endangers

the system as a whole.

Bitcoin and early cryptocurrencies, which were initially developed to give

individuals complete control over their assets, were only decentralized

when it came to issuance and storage. Providing access to a broader set of

financial instruments remained challenging, up until the emergence of

smart contracts. This brought about a whole new level of flexibility and

development of new tools and platforms which culminated in DeFi.



Lending and 
Borrowing in DeFi

DeFi gave finance a new direction by enabling lending and borrowing.

Widely regarded as ‘Open Finance’, decentralized lending offered

crypto holders lending opportunities to gain annual yields.

Decentralized borrowing allowed individuals to borrow money at a

specific interest rate. The aim of lending and borrowing is to serve

financial service use cases while fulfilling the needs of the

cryptocurrency community. The cryptocurrency holders do not have the

need to sell off their digital assets in order to solve pressing financial

needs. Rather, they can simply use it as a collateral to borrow some

money in redeem the collateral after the debt is paid off.

This system is quick, automated as less error prone but very secure.

The intriguing areas of DeFi loans is the transparency and self-

governance features. This makes the system more trust worthy even

though the transactions do not have to happen between individuals

with shared or open identities .



About Glaxo

Glaxo System is a wealth management platform for crypto

investors, which allows secured crypto investments, crypto loans

and buying and selling of digital assets. It gives you instant access

to credit line up to 70%.

Glaxo is a step beyond all the other regular cryptocurrency

platform as it allow you spend your crypto freely, without worrying

about all the restrictions that come with digital currency.

Glaxo ensures that the market variations in the price of the

cryptocurrency does not impact the loan, thus all of the refunds

and repayments are made in Bitcoin. Glaxo is the largest and most

trusted institution in decentralized finance. Glaxo ensures the

safety of clients/investors funds as its one of our priority.



Glaxo Loans

The Glaxo Loans enables cryptocurrency holders to safely

and securely obtain loans at very low interest rates. The

Glaxo Loan requires no physical collaterals or identity

verifications as the system leverages on the security f the

blockchain technology to execute all operations.

Glaxo Loans are very easy to obtain with just a deposit of

any of the approved currencies as collateral. The system

then automatically makes 70% of this deposit available as

the user’s credit worth.
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THE GLAXO EXCHANGE 

The Glaxo Exchange is a simple and easy to use system which 

enables safe and secure exchange of cryptocurrency assets and 

fiat.

Our exchange makes it fast to transit between several 

cryptocurrencies and fiat with very low fees. 



Glaxo Investment
The Glaxo Investment offers blockchain asset holders the 

opportunity to earn passive income on their assets. Our 

priority is to create a low risk and sustainable system that 

guarantees a future for all our users. 

Glaxo Investment can be done in two ways:

1. Premium investments which is open for participation by 

depositing ETH or BTC which grants the user a 

percentage interest daily payable in ETH and BTC. This 

investment is available to all Glaxo account holders. This 

investment funds are transferred to the most profiting 

pools for farming or liquidity mining.

2. GLAX Token Staking: The GLAX token staking enables the 

token holders to stake their tokens and earn a daily 

percentage interest. This gives the user 0.3% of the 

investment every 24hrs.



TOKEN ECONOMICS

The Glaxo Token (GLAX) is a BEP20 Smart Contract

based on the Binance Smart Chain built with careful

consideration of security and privacy which powers

the Glaxo ecosystem. The GLAX is a very low supply

token with a high potential to sharply rise in the

market value.

Token Summary 

Token Name Glaxo

Trade Ticker GLAX

Token Technology BEP20 Smart Contract

Decimals 18

Maximum Supply 50,000,000



TOKEN ECONOMICS 

The Glaxo Token Economics is designed to give power to 

the Glaxo community. Our priority is to create a system 

that favors the ideas of decentralization. 

Maximum Supply 50,000,000.00 GLAX

Private Sale 5,000,000 GLAX

Presale !0,000,000 GLAX

Public Sale 25,000,000 GLAX

Marketing 1,000,000 GLAX

Bounty & Airdrop 1,000,000 GLAX

Team & Advisors 3,000,000 GLAX

Long Term Partnerships 15,000,000 GLAX

GLAX Distribution 
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